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Java Message ServiceO'Reilly, 2009
Java Message Service, Second Edition, is a thorough introduction to the standard API that supports "messaging" -- the software-to-software exchange of crucial data among network computers. You'll learn how JMS can help you solve many architectural challenges, such as integrating dissimilar systems and applications, increasing...
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Practical Microservices Architectural Patterns: Event-Based Java Microservices with Spring Boot and Spring CloudApress, 2019

	
		Take your distributed applications to the next level and see what the reference architectures associated with microservices can do for you. This book begins by showing you the distributed computing architecture landscape and provides an in-depth view of microservices architecture. Following this, you will work with CQRS, an essential...
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Coming Full Circle: The Seneca Nation of Indians, 1848–1934 (Volume 17) (New Directions in Native American Studies Series)University of Oklahoma Press, 2019

	
		The disastrous Buffalo Creek Treaty of 1838 called for the Senecas’ removal to Kansas (then part of the Indian Territory). From this low point, the Seneca Nation of Indians, which today occupies three reservations in western New York, sought to rebound. Beginning with events leading to the Seneca Revolution in 1848, which...
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Struts 2 in ActionManning Publications, 2008
The original Struts project revolutionized Java web development and its rapid adoption resulted in the thousands of Struts-based applications deployed worldwide. Keeping pace with new ideas and trends, Apache Struts 2 has emerged as the product of a merger between the Apache Struts and OpenSymphony WebWork projects, united in their goal to develop...
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Visions Of Mind: Architectures For Cognition And AffectInformation Science Publishing, 2005
"What is mind?" "Can we build synthetic or artificial minds?" Think these questions are only reserved for Science Fiction? Well, not anymore. This collection presents a diverse overview of where the development of artificial minds is as the twenty first century begins. Examined from nearly all viewpoints, Visions of Mind...
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Deflation: What Happens When Prices FallCollins, 2004


	MAY 6, 2003, WAS AN EXTRAORDINARY DAY IN

	Washington, D.C. The Federal Reserve held its

	Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC)

	meeting in its two-storied chandeliered boardroom

	at the central bank's white marble temple on

	Constitution Avenue. Now, there was nothing

	unusual about the FOMC gathering. The committee meets...
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Learning Spring Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop dynamic, feature-rich, and robust Spring-based applications using the Spring Framework


	About This Book

	
		Build and deploy Spring-powered, production-grade applications and services with minimal fuss
	
		Discover the key Spring framework-related technology standards such as Spring core,...
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Pivotal Certified Professional Spring Developer Exam: A Study GuideApress, 2016

	Pass the Pivotal Certified Professional exam using source code examples, study summaries, and mock exams. In this book, you'll find a descriptive overview of certification-related Spring modules and a single example application demonstrating the use of all required Spring modules. Also, it is suitable as an introductory primer for Spring...
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The Definitive Guide to Jython: Python for the Java PlatformApress, 2010
Jython is an open source implementation of the high-level, dynamic, object-oriented scripting language Python seamlessly integrated with the Java platform. The predecessor to Jython, JPython, is certified as 100% Pure Java. Jython is freely available for both commercial and noncommercial use and is distributed with source code. Jython is...
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The Future of the Arab Spring: Civic Entrepreneurship in Politics, Art, and Technology StartupsButterworth-Heinemann, 2013

	Civic entrepreneurship lies at the heart of the Arab Spring. From the iconic image of an occupied Tahrir Square to scenes of dancing protesters in Syria and politically conscious hip hop in Tunisia, people across the Middle East and North Africa continue to collaborate and experiment their way out of years of dictatorship and political...
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Spring in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	Wow! As I write this, it’s been almost seven years since Spring 1.0 was released and Ryan Breidenbach and I started work on the first edition of Spring in Action. Back then, who would have guessed that Spring would transform Java development as much as it has?


	In that first edition, Ryan and I tried to cover every corner of...
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Expert One-on-One J2EE Development without EJBWrox Press, 2004
Are your J2EE projects taking too long to develop? Are they hard to debug? Do they result in disappointing performance? You may still be using traditional approaches to J2EE that are overly complex and not truly object-oriented. Many of these problems relate to EJB: a complex technology that has not lived up to its hype.
In this hands-on guide,...
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